Monitoring temperature and humidity is no easy feat.

Manual checks waste time and energy, and only capture a single moment at a time.

Most sensors on the market don't come cheap and complex hardware is hard to set up.

Data is often missed, or collected in a format that can't be recorded or analyzed.

Say goodbye to manual temperature checks. SafetyCulture Sensors keep track of your temperature and humidity so you can prevent wastage. Receive instant alerts when things go wrong, so you can do something about it before it becomes a hazard.

Affordable & easy sensors
Access an affordable sensor solution that takes minutes to set up.

Prevent incidents & loss
Restore peace of mind by setting up triggers when the temperature or humidity falls out of range. Automatically alert the right people with notifications, so that action can be taken immediately.

Save time & effort
Automated temperature and humidity tracking removes the need for manual checks, and gives you the data to understand your business like never before.

Achieve greater compliance
Automatically store accurate and frequent readings in iAuditor to ensure that you’re compliant, and have the data to prove it.

Our sensors can adapt to any industry.
Helping our customers reduce time spent on tedious tasks, preventing loss, increasing compliance and creating peace of mind.

www.safetyculture.com/temperature-sensors